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Abstract: The Tibetan Plateau hosts a continuous distribution of alpine treelines from the Qilian
Mountains to the Hengduan Mountains and the Himalaya Mountains. However, not much is known
about the broadscale alpine treeline dynamics and their responses to climate warming across the
Tibetan Plateau. Herein, we collected a total of 59 treeline sites across different forest regions of the
Tibetan Plateau and the related field data (i.e., upward advance magnitude, tree recruitment and
height growth), expansion potential (i.e., elevational difference between the current treeline and
the tree species line (EP)) and vegetation TI (an index of species interactions) from the published
references. Site characteristics (e.g., elevation, slope and aspect) and the related environmental factors
were used to analyze the relationships between treeline shifts and environmental variables. Despite
increases in the recruitment and growth of trees at most treeline sites, alpine treeline positions showed
heterogeneous responses to climate warming. Most treelines advanced over the last century, while
some treelines showed long-term stability. EP was significantly and positively linked to the summer
warming rate and treeline shifts, suggesting that the position of current tree species line is of crucial
importance in evaluating treeline dynamics under climate change. In addition, warming-induced
treeline advances were modulated by plant–plant interactions. Overall, this study highlighted the
heterogeneous responses of regional-scale alpine treelines to climate warming on the Tibetan Plateau.

Keywords: treeline; recruitment; tree growth; climate warming; Tibetan Plateau

1. Introduction

High-elevation forests usually show heterogeneous responses to climate change [1,2].
Such a finding is particularly relevant for alpine treelines, which have fluctuations that are
heterogeneous and subject to a series of abiotic and biotic factors [3–5]. Elucidating both
the trend and heterogeneity in treeline changes under climate warming contributed to a
better understanding of the patterns of treeline changes [6–10].

The responses of alpine treelines to climate vary with the study scales. At the global
scale, alpine treeline positions generally follow a common temperature isotherm [11]. In
addition to climatic limitations, treeline positions at regional scales are subjected to multiple
non-temperature variables (e.g., moisture, biotic interactions and topography) [5,12,13].
Accordingly, climate warming is expected to cause spatially inhomogeneous variations in
the structure and position of treelines at the local, landscape and regional scales [6]. To date,
a growing body of treeline studies have focused primarily on global, continental, landscape,
and local scales [6,14–16]; however, at regional scales, how alpine treelines respond to
climate change remains unclear.
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The Tibetan Plateau hosts the Northern Hemisphere’s highest alpine treelines [17,18],
providing an ideal place to investigate relationships between alpine treelines and environ-
mental variables from local to regional scales. Despite a similar warming trend across the
plateau, local-scale and regional treeline studies have shown heterogeneous patterns of
tree recruitment and treeline shift rates [5,10,19–24]. However, spatiotemporal patterns of
alpine treelines at regional scales covering diverse tree species and different climatic zones
on the Tibetan Plateau have yet to be evaluated.

This study aimed to (1) quantify the spatiotemporal dynamics of alpine treelines at
regional scales on the Tibetan Plateau; (2) reveal the linkages between treeline shifts over
the last century and the associated environmental variables across the Tibetan Plateau;
(3) elucidate the possible mechanism underlying treeline changes on the Tibetan Plateau.
Previous treeline studies have found that the coupling of treeline position and temperature
is mediated by non-thermal factors across the Tibetan Plateau [25–27]; thus, we hypothe-
sized that treeline dynamics on the Tibetan Plateau would be heterogeneous under climate
warming. Based on previous treeline work [5], we also hypothesized that warming-induced
treeline advance is negatively regulated by species interactions but positively driven by
the indicator associated with key ecological processes of treeline ecotone (e.g., recruitment
and growth) [24,25].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Region and Climate

The study region covered several natural treeline sites across the Tibetan Plateau
(hereafter, TP) (Figure 1). This region is also known as the roof of the world and the Asian
water tower. The eastern regions are mainly influenced by the South Indian monsoon
during summer, while mid-latitude westerlies mainly influenced the winter season in
the western regions [28]. The climate on the TP is featured by strong solar radiation, a
large diurnal temperature range and low temperature [29]. Mean air temperature for the
coldest month was in a range of −15 to −10 ◦C, with lower than 10 ◦C for the warmest
month [29]. Mean annual precipitation varied from ca. 300 to more than 2000 mm across
the TP [15,17,30]. Mean wind speed is usually ≤3 m·s−1 at treelines of the TP [31].

Figure 1. Locations of alpine treeline sites and tree genera (see the tree species in Table S1) forming
the treelines across the TP.
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2.2. Tree Species and Treeline Ecotone

Treeline ecotone refers to the transition zone from the timberline (altitudinal limit of
dense forests) to the tree species line [4]. A treeline is identified by the presence of upright
trees of higher than 2 m at the highest altitude, while a tree species line is determined
by the uppermost elevation of tree seedlings (individuals with height ≤ 0.50 m) [11,15].
The subalpine forests on the Tibetan Plateau are made up of a diverse set of tree species.
The natural treelines in the Himalayas are compounded by Himalayan birch (Betula utilis),
Himalayan fir (Abies spectabilis) and Himalayan pine (Pinus wallichiana) [10,32]. In the
central south of the TP, Sabina tibetica Kom. is the dominant tree species at treelines [18]. In
the southeastern and eastern TP, one juniper species (Sabina saltuaria) and four fir species
(i.e., Abies georgei var. smithii, Abies georgei Orr, Abies fabri and Abies faxoniana) or larch
(i.e., Larix potaninii var. macrocarpa) form the primitive treelines on the sunny and shady
slopes, respectively [5,19,33–37]. In the northeastern TP, spruce (Picea likiangensis var.
balfouriana, Picea crassifolia Kom.) and juniper (Juniperus przewalskii Kom.) grow on the
sunny and shady slopes, respectively [29,38–40]. Previous treeline studies did not find
significant impacts of tree species (e.g., spruce vs. fir) on the treeline shifts of the TP [5];
therefore, we did not explore the linkages of tree species to treeline shifts in this study.

2.3. Data Collection

Several field-based treeline studies have been conducted over the past 20 years across
the TP and Himalayas [5,10,20,21,33,41–45]. In view of this background, field data (par-
ticularly height growth, tree recruitment and treeline shift rates) and their associated site
conditions (i.e., slope, aspect, elevation, disturbance regimes and vegetation cover) at
59 treeline sites were extracted from the published literature (Table S1). Treeline shift
data covered the period from 1901 to 2017. Previous treeline studies did find the spatial
autocorrelation among treeline sites [6,14]; therefore, we assume that it did not affect our
results. Climatic variables near each treeline site (Tables S1 and S2) were extracted from the
CRU (Climate Research Unit) TS4.01 database (resolution: 0.5◦ × 0.5◦) [46]. Based on the
CRU data, it was found that elevation of treeline position was closely linked to seasonal
temperature changes [25]; thus, the CRU data were considered as a reliable climatic data
source in the study of linkages between treeline shifts and climate on the TP. Changes
in CAT, CWT and CST were from the slope of the linear regression of the CRU tempera-
ture data. Mean annual, summer and winter precipitation values at all of the sites were
677 ± 297, 397 ± 184 and 25 ± 24 mm, respectively. Tree growth at the treelines of the TP is
usually linked to summer mean minimum temperature [38,39]; thus, we postulated that
tree recruitment at the treeline and treeline shifts are driven by summer warming.

Given that biotic interactions could modulate treeline responses to climate change [5],
vegetation thickness index (TI) (mean plant height × cover) at and beyond current treeline
boundaries can be used to indicate the interspecific interactions at treeline ecotones [5].
Based on the field data or description in the published literature (see Table S1), the thickness
index (TI) was calculated for each treeline site. Note that TI is calculated from the mean
cover and height of the dominant ground vegetation (e.g., shrub and grass) across the
treeline ecotone at each site [5]. Previous treeline studies showed that the value of TI is
inversely related to the magnitude of the treeline advance [5]. A higher TI value implies
stronger interspecific competition that may counteract the effects of warming on tree
establishment, whereas low vegetation cover may facilitate treeline advance [5].

Tree seedlings above the current treelines are likely to advance under ongoing climate
warming [47]. Based on the current treeline position and recruitment conditions above
the treeline, the elevational differences between the current treeline and the tree species
line was defined as the expansion potential index (hereafter, EP), which involves several
key ecological processes (i.e., seed conditions, tree recruitment and growth) [4,48]. EP
was measured at the current time for all the study sites. We assumed that the value of EP
remained relatively constant under climate change, so the EP measured at the current time
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can be linked to treeline shifts. In addition, definitions of the biotic variables and explicit
hypothesis as well as some terminologies are presented in Table S3.

2.4. Data Analysis

Using a data set of 59 treeline sites located on the TP, we analyzed the trend of
variations in elevation position, tree recruitment and height growth of alpine treelines. The
mean maximum tree height at the treeline was approximately 10 m [14]; thus, the upslope
advance of 10 m served as a rapid movement criterion over the last century for global
treelines [14,15]. Following these previous treeline studies, an upslope shift of >10 m was
defined as a rapidly advancing treeline. We also defined the other two types of treelines
based on their dynamics and upslope shift (slow advance: >0 and ≤10 m; stability: 0 m).
Herein, treeline shift data of the TP over the last century were grouped into three types:
rapid advance (>10 m in elevation), slow advance (>0 and ≤10 m) and stability (0 m).
Similarly, tree recruitment patterns were divided into two classes: increase in recruitment
and insufficient recruitment. The increase in tree recruitment means an increase in tree
seedlings (height ≤ 0.5 m) or saplings (0.5 m < height < 2 m) with time, whereas the
insufficient recruitment means a lack of tree seedlings and saplings with time. Here, we
defined treeline as the uppermost elevation of trees (≥2 m) [49]. According to different
height-growth rates, tree ages corresponding to 2 m at the treeline were categorized into
three classes: A (15–30 years), B (31–50 years) and C (>50 years). Following previous
treeline studies [15,49], we postulated that seedlings took the same amount of time to reach
2 m under past and current climatic conditions. Based on the above classification, for all
of the treeline sites, percentages of the different types of treeline shift, recruitment and
height growth data were calculated. The number of sites for the three classes of treeline
shift data (i.e., rapid advance, slow advance and stability) was divided by the total number
of treeline sites (n = 59) so we could obtain the percentage for the three classes of treeline
shifts. Similarly, the number of sites for the two classes of tree recruitment (i.e., increased
and insufficient recruitment) was divided by the total number of treeline sites (n = 59) so we
could obtain the percentage for the two classes of tree recruitment. The number of sites for
the three classes of height growth data (i.e., A, B and C) was divided by the total number
of treeline sites (n = 59) so we could obtain the percentage for the three classes of height
growth data.

Based on the geographic distributions of the treelines, the TP was grouped into eight
subareas: Hengduan Mountains (HD), Chuangxi region (CX), Linzhi region (LZ), Changdu-
Naqu region (CDN), Yushu region (YS), Haixi-Hainan region (HXN), Qilian Mountains
(QL) and Himalaya Mountains (HM) (Table S1). The minimum and maximum values
of the treeline shift data were extracted for each subarea across the TP, respectively. We
calculated Pearson correlation coefficients between treeline shift rates over the last century
and site factors. The associated site factors included changes in annual, summer and
winter mean minimum temperature over the past 100 years (i.e., CAT, CST and CWT);
annual, summer and winter precipitation (i.e., AP, SP and WP); slope, aspect, northness
(sin (aspect) × cos (slope)), disturbance regime (0, absence of disturbance; 0.5, low intensity
of disturbance; 1, high intensity of disturbance), tree recruitment (binary variable: 1, 0),
height growth rate, vegetation thickness index (TI) and expansion potential of treeline
(EP). Tree recruitment conditions at the treeline were set as a binary variable (1, 0). At
each treeline site, the increase in recruitment was indicated by 1, while the insufficient
recruitment was indicated by 0. The height growth rate was obtained by the field data of
previous treeline studies. For instance, a seedling took approximately 30 years to reach a
height of 2 m in the LZ region; thus, the height growth rate could be obtained [15]. Treeline
advance during the last century was potentially driven by six predictor variables: height
growth rate (HGR); tree recruitment (RE); vegetation TI; EP; changes in annual, summer and
winter mean minimum temperature (i.e., CAT, CWT and CST); annual, summer and winter
precipitation (i.e., AP, SP and WP) over the last century. Seasonal temperature variables
(i.e., CAT, CWT and CST) were correlated with each other. Likewise, seasonal precipitation
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(i.e., AP, SP and WP) may also be autocorrelated with each other. In addition, biotic variables
(i.e., HGR, RE, TI and EP) could be autocorrelated with each other. To avoid the correlations
among potential predictor variables, partial correlations were calculated between them and
treeline shifts by controlling other potentially correlated variables. The partial correlation
correlations were calculated using R software and the “ggm” package [50,51]. Linear mixed-
effects models (LMMs) were applied to explore the effects of different predictor variables
on the TP treeline shifts. All significant (p < 0.05) factors revealed by the partial correlation
analysis were used in the LMMs. Climatic factors were set as fixed effects in the LMMs.
Given that treeline shifts vary among regions or subareas, subarea was set as a random
effect to explain the nonindependence of data within subareas. The Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) and the explained variance by fixed (R2m, marginal R2) and fixed plus
random effects (R2c, conditional R2) were used to show the fitness and performance of the
LMMs. The LMMs were performed using the “nlme” package and R software [52].

Structural equation models (SEMs) were used to explore the complex multivariate
linkages among the related variables using a form of path analysis [53]. The overall
goodness of fit of the SEMs was evaluated using a chi-square test (P) in the selected SEM. If
the p-value > 0.05, the model would be reliable for the reproduction of the hypothesized
causal network [53,54]. In addition, we selected the model with the fewest explanatory
variables and the minimum Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [54]. In this study, all
the significant variables shown by the partial correlation analysis were used in the SEMs,
whereas insignificant variables shown by the partial correlation analysis were not included
in the SEMs.

3. Results

Rapid advancing treelines across the TP were recorded at 50.8% of the sites over the
past century, while slowly advancing and stable treelines accounted for 16.9% and 32.2%
of the study sites, respectively (Figure 2a). Increased and insufficient tree recruitments at
treelines were found at 73% and 27% of the study sites, respectively (Figure 2b). The per-
centages for the three types (i.e., A: 15–30 years; B: 31–50 years; C: >50 years) of tree height
growth data were 67.8% (A), 16.9% (B) and 15.3% (C), respectively. The upward advance
of treelines occurred at 73% of the study sites (Figure 2a). Increased tree recruitment was
observed at 73% of the study sites (Figure 2b). A rapid height growth rate appeared at
67.8% of the study sites (Figure 2c).

Figure 2. Frequency of treeline sites in the TP showing different treeline advances (a); recruitment
changes (b); height growth rates (c).
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The minimum upward magnitude of treeline advance for most subareas on the TP
was 0 m, except for the HM region with a minimum magnitude of 5.5 m (Figure 2). The
maximum upward magnitude of treeline advance for different subareas of the TP varied
from 9.1 m in the LZ region to 124 m in the Himalayan Mountains (Figure 2). Box plots
showed that the overall and mean magnitude of treeline advance varied among the different
subareas (Figure 3). The frequency of treeline advance magnitude at a 10 m interval also
showed the large variability of the treeline advance (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Box plots of treeline advance over the past century for different subareas (a) and the
frequency of different advance magnitudes (10 m class) (b) on the TP. The eight subareas include
Hengduan Mountains (HD), Chuangxi region (CX), Linzhi region (LZ), Changdu-Naqu region
(CDN), Yushu region (YS), Haixi-Hainan region (HXN), Qilian Mountains (QL) and Himalaya
Mountains (HM).

Expansion potential index (EP), changes in summer mean minimum temperature
(CST) and height growth rate were significantly associated with treeline shift magnitude
(EP: r = 0.54; CST: r = 0.49; height growth rate: r = 0.42; in all cases: p < 0.001) (Table 1).
Recruitment and vegetation TI were also significantly associated with treeline shift magni-
tude (recruitment: r = 0.39; vegetation TI: r = −0.34; in all cases: p < 0.01) (Table 1). Other
site variables (i.e., annual, summer and winter precipitation; changes in annual and winter
mean minimum temperature; slope, aspect, northness and disturbance regime) were not
significantly related to treeline shift magnitude (p > 0.05 in all cases) (Table 1). In short, EP
and CST were the two variables most closely linked to treeline shifts.

Partial correlations between CST and treeline shifts were positively related when
controlling for CAT and CWT (r = 0.49, p < 0.001; Table 2). Partial correlations between EP
and treeline shifts were also positively correlated when controlling for RE, HGR and TI
(r = 0.41, p < 0.001; Table 2). Partial correlations between RE and treeline shifts were, again,
positively correlated when controlling for HGR, TI and EP (r = 0.31, p < 0.05; Table 2). Partial
correlations between TI and treeline shifts were negatively correlated when controlling for
RE, HGR and EP (r = −0.41, p < 0.001; Table 2). Therefore, the following variables EP, CST
and TI had significant impacts on treeline shifts.
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Table 1. Correlation coefficients between several variables and magnitude of treeline advance over
the last century for study sites located on the TP (n = 59). Climatic variables included changes in
annual, summer and winter mean minimum temperature (i.e., CAT, CWT and CST) and annual,
summer and winter precipitation (i.e., AP, SP and WP) over the last century. EP denotes expansion
potential (i.e., elevational difference of current treeline and tree species line). A composite topographic
index “northness” that equals sin (aspect) × cos (slope) was also used in the analysis. Correlation
significance: ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

Variable Correlation (r)

Recruitment 0.39 **
Height growth rate 0.42 **

CAT 0.09
CST 0.49 ***
CWT 0.14
AP −0.17
SP −0.12
WP 0.24

Northness 0.16
Slope 0.06

Aspect −0.11
Vegetation TI −0.34 **

Disturbance regime 0.13
EP 0.54 ***

Table 2. Partial correlations between predictor variables and treeline shifts. The potential predictor
variables included changes in annual, summer and winter mean minimum temperature (i.e., CAT,
CWT and CST) and annual, summer and winter precipitation (i.e., AP, SP and WP) over the last
century; height growth rate (HGR), tree recruitment (RE), vegetation TI (TI) and expansion potential
(EP). Partial correlation significance: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

Variables Partial Correlations with Treeline Shifts Controlled Variables

CST 0.49 *** CAT, CWT
CAT −0.10 CST, CWT
CWT −0.08 CAT, CST
AP −0.19 SP, WP
SP 0.172 AP, WP
WP 0.29 AP, SP
RE 0.31 * HGR, TI, EP
HGR 0.08 RE, TI, EP
TI −0.41 ** RE, HGR, EP
EP 0.41 ** RE, HGR, TI

The results of the LMMs showed that the fixed effects with five variables (i.e., CST,
EP, TI, RE and HGR) explained 57.7% of the variance of treeline shifts in the TP, whereas
the random effect associated with subarea explained 9.2% of the variance (Table 3). LMMs
further showed that the fixed effects with three variables (i.e., CST, EP, TI and RE) explained
56.6% of the variance of treeline shifts in the TP, whereas the random effect associated with
subarea explained 6.4% of the variance of treeline shifts in the TP. In other LMMs (variables
for fixed effects: n ≤ 3), the fixed effects explained 29.3–47.4% of the variance of treeline
shifts in the TP, while the random effect associated with subarea explained 0–7.2% of the
variance of treeline shifts in the TP.

As mentioned above, only three predictor variables (i.e., EP, CST and TI) showed
significant effects on treeline shifts when considering correlations among predictors; thus,
we used these three variables to establish the SEM. The results of the SEM showed that
changes in summer warming (CST) had a positive effect on both the EP and treeline
advance (Figure 4). TI (vegetation interactions) negatively affected treeline advance. EP
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had a positive effect on treeline advance. Coincidentally, the goodness fit of the SEM had a
good performance (p = 0.08, AIC = 29.06).

Table 3. Summary of the fitted linear mixed-effects models (LMEs) fitted to treeline data on the
Tibetan Plateau. The predictor variables included changes in summer mean minimum temperature
(CST), height growth rate (HGR), tree recruitment (RE) and vegetation TI (TI). The subarea was set
as the random factor in the LME model. R2m and R2c denote the marginal R2 for fixed effects and
the conditional R2 for the fixed and random effects, respectively. Significance: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01;
*** p < 0.001.

Fixed Effectssignificance level AIC R2m (%) R2c (%)

CST ** + EP * + TI ** + RE ** + HGR 493.4 57.7 66.9
CST ** + EP * + TI ** + RE ** 503.8 56.6 63.0
CST * + EP ** + TI 521.0 39.7 40.1
CST ** + EP ** + RE ** 515.5 47.4 54.6
CST ** + EP ** 526.9 36.8 38.4
CST *** + TI 526.3 29.3 30.6
CST *** + RE ** 518.7 36.5 36.5
CST *** + HGR *** 512.8 37.4 37.4

Figure 4. Structural equation model showing the direct and indirect effects of three key predictor
variables (i.e., CST, EP and TI) on treeline advance of TP. The importance of the predictor variables is
indicated by the width of the arrow lines.

4. Discussion

Environmental conditions within the treeline ecotone are highly heterogeneous and
very complex across space [55–57]. In particular, the coupling of treeline elevation and
temperature is mediated by a series of non-thermal variables [15,22,26]. As a consequence,
previous treeline reviews reveal the spatially heterogeneous responses of alpine treelines
to climate warming [6,14]. Our results also elucidate the considerable variability in the
magnitude of alpine treeline shifts across the TP. The results of the LMMs further showed
that subarea as the random effect could explain 9.2% of the variance of treeline shifts in
the TP, suggesting that local and regional differences should be carefully considered when
exploring the broadscale drivers of treeline shifts [6,10,53]. This result confirmed our first
hypothesis, namely that treeline dynamics on the Tibetan Plateau would be heterogeneous
under climate warming. This result is comparable to the treeline studies conducted in
different regions outside the TP. For instance, the maximum upslope magnitudes of alpine
treelines in the Qinling Mountains, the Changbai Mountains and Taiwan of China are
lower than the TP [7,9,58]. In addition, large heterogeneity in treeline migrations has
been reported in Central Asia, Europe and America [59–61]. Given this aforementioned
background, the TP can be used as a good model to investigate the treeline dynamics under
global change.

Our results showed that the upward advance of treeline position (67.7%), the increase
in tree recruitment (73%) and the rapid growth rate (67.8%) occurred at the majority of
treeline sites. This result suggests that the increase in tree recruitment and accelerated tree
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growth appear within the treeline ecotones on the TP. On the one hand, tree recruitment and
growth may benefit from climate warming due to the growth limitations at treelines [62,63].
In fact, multiple approaches have evidenced the increase in tree density and growth at
treelines globally when the non-thermal factors are not limiting [13,64–67].

Tree establishment processes at and above the treeline are the key aspects that drive
the treeline structure and its position [68,69]. Theoretically, several ecological processes
of trees (e.g., seed dispersal, tree recruitment, survival and growth) at the treeline could
affect the advance rates of alpine treelines [70]. Due to the lack of seed data at most treeline
sites, we could not directly evaluate the impacts of seed condition on treeline shifts of the
TP. Nevertheless, field observations and experiments of previous treeline studies found
that seed condition (seed quality and dispersal) did not constitute a limitation for treeline
advance on the southeastern TP [36,71]. In such cases, we suppose that it also holds true for
this study. In this context, tree recruitment and subsequent growth are the prerequisites to
the upward shifts of alpine treelines. Indeed, our results show that these two variables can
exert significant positive influences on the treeline shifts of the TP. By contrast, the species
interactions indicated by the vegetation TI was reverse associated with treeline shifts across
the TP, being consistent with previous treeline studies on the TP [5]. In addition, the EP
involving the key ecological processes motioned above (seed condition, tree recruitment
and growth) was found to be the most important factor related to treeline shifts on the TP.

The results of the SEMs reveal the different impacts of three key predictor variables
(i.e., summer warming, TI and EP) on the treeline advance of the TP. Specifically, climate
warming during the summer season had a positive effect on EP, indicating that the al-
leviation of cold stress under a warmer climate may promote the expansion potential
by increasing the recruitment and growth of treeline trees. Seed production usually in-
creases with warming, thereby more seeds can be dispersed to the potential safe microsites
above the treeline [72]. EP and TI have positive and negative effects on treeline shifts,
respectively. Presumably, climate warming may be favorable for several key ecological
processes (e.g., abundant seeds, increased recruitment and growth of trees) [64,73] and
would lead to the upslope shifts of alpine treeline. The positive associations between
EP and treeline advance also suggest that the tree species line’ position has important
implications for evaluating treeline dynamics under climate change. As demonstrated
by previous treeline studies, plant–plant competition would impede warming-induced
treeline advance [5,26,74]. Furthermore, climate warming has an indirectly positive effect
on treeline shifts, suggesting that other factors (e.g., soil nutrient conditions) than the above
predictors might be improved under climate warming, thereby contributing to upslope
shifts of alpine treelines [75]. Therefore, our second hypothesis was also supported; namely
that warming-induced treeline advance is negatively regulated by species interactions
but positively driven by the indicator associated with key ecological processes of treeline
ecotone (e.g., recruitment and growth).

Upslope advances of alpine treelines have important implications for carbon uptake
and related services (e.g., plant biodiversity and biogeochemical cycles) provided by
mountainous ecosystems [76]. Recent studies also found that the alpine treeline ecotone can
provide potential refugia for some threatened plant species [77]. Tree encroachment within
the treeline ecotone may lead to a shift in species’ relative abundances and functional
diversity, possibly affecting alpine community assembly patterns [78]. Therefore, the
possible implications of alpine treeline changes for the Tibetan Plateau ecosystems are
worth special attention.

5. Conclusions

This study revealed the heterogeneous responses of broadscale alpine treelines to
climate warming across the TP. Thus, the spatial heterogeneity of treeline response was
not only observed at global and hemispheric scales but also at regional scales. Increased
recruitment and growth of trees were detected at most treeline sites of the TP. The new
indicator EP was closely related to tree recruitment and growth and, thus, can be used in
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alpine treeline studies. Climate warming would enhance the expansion potential of treeline
trees, therefore leading to the upslope shift of alpine treelines on the TP. The close linkages
between EP and treeline advance indicate that the position of current tree species line is of
great importance in evaluating treeline shifts under climate change. However, plant–plant
interactions regulate the warming-induced treeline shifts on the TP. Field monitoring data
and controlled experiments are urgently needed to reveal the dynamics of the key ecological
processes (e.g., seed condition, growth and recruitment of seedlings and saplings) beyond
the treelines and their driving mechanisms.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/f13050788/s1, Table S1. Basic information for the alpine treeline
sites located in the TP. Table S2. Location of CRU 0.5◦ gridded data near the study treeline sites.
Table S3. Definitions of the biotic variables and three terminologies used in this study.
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